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    Size chart

    
            
XXS
              XS
              M
              L
              XL
              XXL
              
        

              	Measurement
	
                      cm

                      
                      in

                  


          

            	Area
	Measurement
                


        

            
                	Length
	15cm
	5.9"


            

            
                	Chest
	20cm
	7.9"


            

            
                	Shoulder
	12cm
	4.7"


            

            
                	Front length
	40cm
	15.7"


            

            
                	Sleeve length
	40cm
	15.7"


            

          

            
                	Length
	15cm
	5.9"


            

            
                	Chest
	20cm
	7.9"


            

            
                	Shoulder
	12cm
	4.7"
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	40cm
	15.7"
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	40cm
	15.7"
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	15cm
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	20cm
	7.9"
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	12cm
	4.7"
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	40cm
	15.7"
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	40cm
	15.7"
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	15cm
	5.9"


            

            
                	Chest
	20cm
	7.9"


            

            
                	Shoulder
	12cm
	4.7"


            

            
                	Front length
	40cm
	15.7"


            

            
                	Sleeve length
	40cm
	15.7"


            

          

            
                	Length
	15cm
	5.9"


            

            
                	Chest
	20cm
	7.9"


            

            
                	Shoulder
	12cm
	4.7"


            

            
                	Front length
	40cm
	15.7"


            

            
                	Sleeve length
	40cm
	15.7"


            

          

            
                	Length
	15cm
	5.9"


            

            
                	Chest
	20cm
	7.9"


            

            
                	Shoulder
	12cm
	4.7"


            

            
                	Front length
	40cm
	15.7"


            

            
                	Sleeve length
	40cm
	15.7"
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      SHOP


                  COMPANY

                      Effortless is a quick-launch value concept that is optimized for success.
Learn More

                    


                
Live Chat

                        
Mon - Tues, 5am - 10pm 
Sat - Sun, 6am - 9pm

                      

Sales@whatsyourpersona.com

                        
We will respond as 
quickly as we can.
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